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Beautiful keyboard music for relaxation, meditation and massage. 4 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Ambient,

NEW AGE: Healing Details: From my website: Beautiful and inspiring ambient music can help create

inner peace. It can support personal growth, healing and alleviate pain, stress, anxiety, fears and

insomnia. I call myself an intuitive music therapist. Since 1980, I have been channeling keyboard music

from composers in Spirit, and the Celestial and Angelic realms. Through the years I have tuned into

individuals, groups of people, those in transition, events, lyrics, video productions and have brought

through melodies that have had powerful effects. My music has inspired artists and writers, increasing

their creativity. Psychotherapists, Reiki and massage therapists find that it takes their work to deeper

levels. I have discovered that autistic children are able to interact with these melodies. The passages of

this new age music supports deep relaxation, and if used during meditation, it can take one on a spiritual

journey. I am a registered nurse and have always used my music in clinical, hospital and home settings to

comfort patients. Words are inadequate to describe the experiences my music offers. You must listen to

it, allowing the notes to enfold you in their embrace. As background music, the effects are subtle.

Intentional listening to this music with no outside interruptions, creates the most desirable effects. By

incorporating beautiful, soothing and relaxing music into our daily lives, we can experience joy, we can

find inner peace and harmony with all that is. And most importantly, we can feel connected with our loving

Creator, and one another. I am indeed blessed to be able to offer this sacred gift to the World. In loving

service to all Creation, J.Michele Bodine Maui, Hawai'i 2004
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